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Text #1 is divided into major mental pictures. Read it to yourself. Then underline or highlight 
the words and phrases that identify the main ideas and key details. 

  

 



No. Key terms 2+ synonyms and a definition Role in the text  

Ex adventurous 

mental picture # ____ 

1 dwindle 
mental picture # ____ 

2 handsome 
mental picture # ____ 

3 merciless 
mental picture # ____ 

4 nomadic 
mental picture # ____ 

5 pioneers 
mental picture # ____ 

6 reservation 
mental picture # ____ 

In the first read of Text #1, it is important to locate and focus on the key terms that carry 
the message of the text. How do the words the author chooses help explain his / her style 
and values or beliefs about the topic? 



 Element 1  Author's Purpose ..  
In 1-2 sentences, explain what the author intends this text to help you understand.  

 Element 2  Main Ideas..  
In 1-2 sentences, identify the ideas most important to the text. Explain how clearly they are presented. 

 Element 3  Text Structure .  
In 1-2 sentences, explain how the text structure makes the article easy to understand (cause-effect, character 
sketch, compare-contrast, news report, problem-solution, and sequence).  

 Element 4  Examples (includes visual or graphic aids) ...  
In 1-2 sentences, describe how clearly the author explains an idea with an example or visual aid.     

 Element 5  Key Vocabulary (academic, subject, or technical terms) ..  
In 1-2 sentences, describe what words or phrases the author uses to help you understand the importance of the 
details in the text. 

 Element 6  Conclusion (section of the text that completes the main idea)..  
In 1-2 sentences, describe how the final section of the text helps you understand the author's purpose. 

After the first read of Text #1, you have a basic understanding of the text. It is time to 
evaluate how clearly the author presents informational elements in the text. Refer to the 
text to respond to each element. 



The Writing Prompt
Think about: Look again at 

and think about these questions. 

How were these two tribes living successfully before the arrival of European settlers? Did both 
tribes have similar skills and resources? How did each tribe get along with other tribes? Which 
tribe is the typical Native American tribe? How did the actions of one tribe influence how 
European settlers saw all Native American tribes? 

Write about: Write an opinion essay in your own words as if you were a pioneer moving out 
west. Which tribe would you rather meet? Explain several reasons why. Use evidence (details, 
key terms, and ideas) from both texts to support your answer. Now write your opinion essay. 

Be sure to 

 Introduce your opinion. 
 Support your opinion with reasons and details from the passages. 
 Give your reasons and details in a clear order. 
 Develop your ideas clearly and use your own words, except when quoting directly from the 

passages. 
 Identify the passages by title or number when using details or facts directly from the 

passages. 
 Use linking words to connect ideas. 
 Use clear language and vocabulary. 
 Have a strong conclusion that supports your opinion. 
 Check your work for correct usage, grammar, spelling, and capitalization. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

You studied and responded to Text #1 and Text #2 separately. Then you completed 
selected responses and a constructed response about how the two texts relate. It is now 
time to write an extended response that examines the relationship between Text #1 and 
Text #2 fully. 



Teacher model of an extended writing response  Opinion 
Teacher expectations: Write at least 2-3 paragraphs and use at least 2-3 key terms from each of the word studies in your 
response.   
Text #1 key terms:  adventurous, dwindle, handsome, merciless, nomadic, pioneers, reservation 
Text #2 key terms: adorned, carpenters, culture, herbs, moccasins, secluded, tunics 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


